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Growing research interest in space robotic systems capable of accurately performing autonomous manipulation
tasks within an acceptable execution time has led to an increased demand for lightweight materials and mechanisms.
As a result, joint flexibility effects become important and represent the main limitation to achieving satisfactory
trajectory-tracking performance. This paper addresses the nonlinear adaptive output feedback control problem for
flexible-joint space manipulators. Composite control schemes in which decentralized simple adaptive control-based
adaptation mechanisms to control the quasi-steady-state robot model are added to a linear correction term to stabilize
the boundary-layer model are proposed. An almost strictly passivity-based approach is adopted to guarantee closedloop stability of the quasi-steady-state model. Simulation results are included to highlight the performance and
robustness of the proposed adaptive composite control methodologies to parametric and dynamics modeling
uncertainties.

I.

remains an important area of contemporary research, and several
constraints and limitations are yet to be overcome. Specifically, the
most recent studies in this area are mainly focused on addressing the
flexible-joint control problem under parametric uncertainties and/or
dynamics modeling errors [3–6]. Indeed, earlier flexible-joint control
strategies reported in the literature (e.g., nonlinear backstepping
control [7], feedback linearization [8], optimal control [9], and robust
control [10]) are model-based techniques, and they have reasonably
good tracking performance only when substantial knowledge of the
plant mathematical model and its parameters are available. Consequently, if significant or unpredictable plant parameter variations arise
as a result of joint mechanism degradation, or if there are modeling
errors due to complex unmodeled flexible dynamics behaviors, modelbased control approaches might perform inadequately.
In this context, this paper considers the adaptive trajectorytracking problem associated with flexible-joint space manipulators
subject to joint stiffness uncertainties and modeling errors. Specifically, the adaptive controller designs proposed in this paper are based
on the direct model reference adaptive control idea [11] and deal with
modeling errors and parameter uncertainties by time-varying the
controllers’ gains using computationally efficient adaptation laws, in
order to reduce the output tracking errors between an ideal model and
the actual robot system.
References [12] and [13] consider direct adaptive composite control
of flexible-joint manipulators mounted on a stabilized spacecraft using
a simple adaptive control-based gain adaptation mechanism and a
fuzzy logic adaptation law, respectively. Although these previous work
report satisfactory trajectory-tracking results with good robustness
properties to both parametric uncertainties and dynamics modeling
errors, no guarantees of closed-loop stability were provided.
The main contribution of this work consists of the development of
direct adaptive output feedback approaches that, unlike [12] and [13]
and existing indirect composite adaptive controllers for flexible-joint
robots (e.g. [14,15]), do not require identification of unknown
parameters or mathematical models of the system to be controlled
while at the same time guaranteeing closed-loop stability. Specifically, the proposed controllers are composed of a direct adaptive
output feedback slow control term that controls the quasi-steady-state
model (slow dynamics) and a linear fast control term that controls the
boundary-layer model (fast dynamics). Based on recent theoretical
developments on stable direct decentralized adaptive control algorithms for nonlinear square systems [16–18], slow control terms
employing the decentralized simple adaptive control (DSAC) and the
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PCOMING space robot manipulators, such as the NextGeneration Canadarm developed jointly by MacDonald Detwiler
and Associates and the Canadian Space Agency, are expected to be
built of slender aluminum-composite links, for which the structural
flexibility will be greater than that of their predecessors. Moreover,
the latest generation of advanced space robots specifically designed
for on-orbit servicing operations are equipped with extremely
lightweight joint mechanisms, including harmonic drives. These gear
mechanisms have received increasing attention in robotic applications due to their attractive properties, such as high reduction ratio,
compact size, low weight, and coaxial assembly. However, with
harmonic drives, elastic vibrations of the flexspline are the main issue
that significantly challenges control system development. As
explained by Sweet and Good [1], revolute joint robot manipulators
actuated by dc motors with harmonic drive transmission have
relatively large joint stiffness in comparison to other parameters in the
system. At the same time, the joint damping is small. This can lead to
strongly resonant behavior using rigid control schemes unless the
control bandwidth is severely restricted. In addition, when handling
large payloads, joint or structural flexibility effects become even
more important and can result in significant dynamic interactions.
Although both joint and link flexibility effects are important for space
manipulators, joint flexibility is often considered more important
than link flexibility, at least in the operational range of space robot
manipulators [2].
Despite the considerable research work that has been done on the
dynamics and control of flexible-joint robot manipulators, the topic
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decentralized modified simple adaptive control (DMSAC) techniques are proposed. These two design approaches use the almost
strictly passive (ASP) conditions for nonlinear systems [19] to
guarantee closed-loop convergence of the slow output feedback
adaptive control term. Invoking Tychonov’s theorem [20], both
composite controllers ensure that the tracking errors do not deviate
more than of the order Oε from the quasi-steady state on a finite
time interval, where ε is a small positive scalar that is inversely
proportional to the joint stiffness matrix.
After reviewing flexible-joint space manipulator dynamics and
kinematics, the control problem is presented and an overview of
the composite adaptive output feedback control designs is given.
Then, preliminary definitions and a theorem that defines under which
conditions nonlinear square systems are ASP is reported. Based on
these definitions and the ASP theorem, the details of the adaptation
mechanisms are discussed, including the proof that the quasi-steadystate model of a flexible-joint robot manipulator with an end-effector
Cartesian scaled-position-plus-velocity output feedback is ASP.
Finally, numerical examples and closing remarks are given.

II.

Robot Dynamics and Kinematics

In this section, the dynamics model of a n-link flexible-joint
manipulator is presented using the Euler- Lagrange formulation and
then, the kinematics equations specifically applicable to a two-link
manipulator are presented.

x_ r  Jqq_

(3)

Similarly, it is assumed that there exists a mapping, allowing the endeffector Cartesian position vector, denoted as xr ∈ R2 and defined
with respect to the robot reference frame along both axes to be
obtained as
xr  Ωq

(4)

where Ωq ∈ R2 is the nonlinear forward kinematics transforming
the link positions into end-effector Cartesian position. Assuming that
the robot manipulator is equipped with joint encoders and
tachometers, Eqs. (3) and (4) can be combined to map joint-space
variables into a task-space (Cartesian) vector through the nonlinear
transformation [22]
3
2
l1 cosq1   l2 cosq1  q2 
 
7
6
xr
l1 sinq1   l2 sinq1  q2 
7
(5)
6
4 −l1 sinq1 q_ 1 − l2 sinq1  q2 q_ 1  q_ 2  5
x_ r
l1 cosq1 q_ 1  l2 cosq1  q2 q_ 1  q_ 2 
The scaled-position-plus-velocity output vector of the robot
manipulator, denoted as y ∈ R2 , is then formed as
y  αxr  x_ r

(6)

where α ∈ R is a known positive-definite scaling gain.

A. n-Link Flexible-Joint Dynamics

The nonlinear dynamics is derived in terms of kinetic and potential
energies stored in the system by the Euler–Lagrange formulation.
Since the timescale of robotic motions is assumed to be relatively
small compared to the orbital period, orbital mechanics effects are
neglected. Also, for space-based robots, microgravitational effects
are very small compared to control input forces, and hence can be
neglected. As a result, the potential energy is only due to joint elastic
effects. By assuming lumped flexibility at the joints, links can be
considered rigid and the kinetic energy of the system is obtained as
the summation of the kinetic energy of the links (rigid kinetic energy)
and of the kinetic energy of the rotors (elastic kinetic energy).
Furthermore, each joint can be modeled as a linear torsional spring of
constant stiffness. Therefore, under the realistic assumption that the
joint damping is small and the joint stiffness is large relatively to the
other parameters in the system, the Euler–Lagrange dynamics
equations of motion of an n-degree-of-freedom flexible-joint space
manipulator mounted on a stabilized spacecraft and actuated by dc
motors with harmonic drive transmission are given by [21]
_ q_ − kqm − q  0
Mqq  Cq; q

(1)

Jm q m  kqm − q  τ

(2)

where Mq ∈ Rn×n denotes the positive-definite link inertia matrix,
_ ∈ Rn×n represents the centrifugal-Coriolis matrix, q ∈ Rn is
Cq; q
the link angles, qm ∈ Rn is the motor angles, Jm ∈ Rn×n denotes the
positive-definite motor inertia matrix, k ∈ Rn×n is the joint stiffness
matrix, and τ ∈ Rn denotes the control torque vector that will be
distributed between a slow control torque τs and a fast control torque
τf , as detailed in Sec. IV. In this dynamics model, the link dynamics
[Eq. (1)] and actuator dynamics [Eq. (2)] are only coupled by the
elastic torque term kqm − q.
B. Two-Link Flexible-Joint Kinematics

For a two-link manipulator, the definition of Mq, Cq; q
_ ∈
R2×2 can be found in [22]. In the following, it is assumed that the twolink robot manipulator system is fully actuated and nonredundant,
and that the Jacobian matrix denoted by Jq ∈ R2×2 has a full rank
column. Thus, holonomic constraints can be selected in order for the
actual end-effector Cartesian velocity vector, denoted as x_ r ∈ R2 to
satisfy the relation

III.

Control Objective

The control objective consists of ensuring that the output of the
nonlinear flexible-joint manipulator system tracks the output vector
ym t of a (not necessarily square) ideal model
x_ m t  Am xm t  Bm um t

(7a)

ym t  Cm xm t

(7b)

where
3
xm1
6 . 7
xm  4 .. 5 ∈ Rnm ;
xmnm
2

3
um1
6 . 7
um  4 .. 5 ∈ Rpm ;
umpm
2

3
ym1
7
6
ym  4 ... 5 ∈ Rm
ymm
2

are the ideal model states, inputs, and outputs, respectively; and
Am , Bm , and Cm are appropriately dimensioned real matrices. This
ideal model represents a realistic description of the desired input–
output response that one can expect from the plant under nominal
conditions, without requiring any precise knowledge of the actual
plant physical parameters. In addition, unlike standard state-feedback
model reference adaptive control approaches [23,24], the order of the
ideal model does not need to match the order of the plant. For
example, the ideal model may be designed as a first- or second-order
dynamics model that provides the desired output in response to the
user commands. The only restriction on this ideal model is that one
must select both nm and pm as multiples of the number of output
signals, denoted by m. In other words, nm  km and pm  lm, where
k, l ∈ N are positive integers. To quantify the control objective, an
output error, denoted by ey t ∈ Rm, is defined as
ey ≜ ym − y

(8)

When the system tracks the ideal model perfectly, i.e., ym  y 
Cx , it moves along some bounded “ideal” state trajectory denoted as
x t ∈ Rn , where C denotes the output matrix of the system to be
controlled. In other words, the ideal plant
x_   A x  B u

(9)
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moves along x , where A ≡ Ax ; t and B ≡ Bx ; t, and where
u denotes the ideal control input (to be defined in Sec. V).
To facilitate the subsequent analysis, a state error, denoted by
ex t ∈ Rn , is defined as
ex ≜ x − x

(10)

Thus, Eq. (8) can be rewritten as
ey  Cx − Cx  Cex

IV.

(11)

Composite Control Strategies

A. Boundary-Layer Control Law
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Following common flexible-joint controller design practice, the
singular perturbation-based theory [25] is employed to provide a
framework for the design of composite controllers, in which the
motor torque control input τ is composed of a slow control term τs and
a fast control term τf
τ  τ s  τf

the closed-loop quasi-steady-state model [27]. This ensures that the
tracking error will not deviate more than of the order Oε from its
quasi-steady state on a finite time interval. Thus, the smaller ε is, the
greater the tracking accuracy. Recalling the previously given definition
of k, it can then be concluded that better tracking results are achieved
when the joint stiffness matrix k is greater; in other words, when the
boundary-layer model is considerably faster than the quasi-steadystate model. Note that the aforementioned Tychonov’s theorem holds
only for a finite time interval. Although an extension of this theorem to
the infinite time interval [20] does exist, and may be applied in an
attempt to show asymptotic stability for sufficiently small ε, it requires
exponential stability of the quasi-steady-state model.

(12)

where subscript s stands for slow variables defined in the slow
timescale t, and the subscript f stands for variables defined in the fast
timescale t 0 . The slow control term is designed to stabilize the quasisteady-state model (slow dynamics model), whereas the fast-control
torque is applied to the boundary-layer model (fast dynamics model).
By defining the joint stiffness matrix of a two-link flexible-joint
manipulator as k  k1 ∕ε2 , with k1 ∈ R2×2 and with ε ∈ R as a small
positive parameter, the quasi-steady-state model can obtained with
ε → 0, i.e., with infinitely large joint stiffness. This is equivalent to
assuming that the transients due to the fast modes are instantaneous.
The resulting quasi-steady-state model has a form equivalent to the
rigid-joint dynamics model, and it is given by [26]
Hqs q s  Cqs ; q_ s q_ s  τs

(13)

Hqs  ≡ Mqs   Jm

(14)

Recalling that the boundary-layer model is linear time-invariant, a
simple linear correction of the form
τf  Kv q_ − q_ m 

is sufficient to ensure exponential stability of the boundary-layer
model [26], where Kv ∈ R2×2 is a constant diagonal control gain that
provides additional damping of the elastic vibrations at the joints.
B. Quasi-Steady-State Control Laws

As discussed previously, the quasi-steady-state model is equivalent to the rigid-joint dynamics model and is obtained with ε → 0,
i.e., with infinitely large joint stiffness. Two control laws are herein
proposed to control this model, and both make use of the transpose of
the Jacobian matrix to convert a control force into a control torque as
follows:
τs  JT qu

(15)

such that the boundary-layer model can be expressed as [26]
d2 η
−1
−1
 k1 fJ −1
m τf − J m  M qηg
dt 02

(16)

with η  L − Ls . To guarantee bounded stability of the entire flexible
system, Tychonov’s theorem [20], given next, is used.
Theorem 4.1: If the closed-loop quasi-steady-state model has a
unique solution qs defined on the interval t ∈ 0; t1 , and if the closedloop boundary-layer model is exponentially stable uniformly in
t; qs , then there exist ε such that ∀ ε ∈ 0; ε , the solution fL; qg
of the exact system, satisfies
L  Ls  η  Oε

(17)

q  qs  Oε

(18)

_
Similar conclusions are applicable to L_ and q.
Proof: See [20].
□
To clarify the aforementioned theorem, the composite control
objective consists of designing 1) a fast control term that guarantees the
exponential stability of the closed-loop boundary-layer model, and 2) a
slow control term that guarantees convergence of the tracking error for

u  Ke tey  K x txm  K u tum

(21)

u  Ke tey

(22)

and

Let L ∈ R2 denote the control torque transmitted through the flexible
joints as
k1
qm − q
ε2

(20)

where u ∈ R2 denotes the control input force, herein calculated upon
the simple adaptive control (SAC) theory [28] and, respectively,
given by

where

L  kqm − q 

(19)

for the DSAC and DMSAC strategies, respectively. As will be shown
in Sec. V, the quasi-steady-state model with a scaled-position-plusvelocity output does satisfy the ASP properties, which are necessary
to demonstrate the stability of the closed-loop quasi-steady-state
model, thereby satisfying Tychonov’s theorem.
C. Composite Control Laws

Combining both Eqs. (21) and (22) with Eq. (19), and making use
of Eq. (20), results in the DSAC- and DMSAC-based composite
control laws, respectively, given by
τ  JT qKe tey  K x txm  Ku tum   K v q_ − q_ m 
τ  J T qKe tey  K v q_ − q_ m 

(23)

(24)

The resulting control strategy block diagrams are provided in Figs. 1
and 2.

V.

Adaptive Output Feedback Control of the
Quasi-Steady-State Model

This section first reviews the conditions under which nonlinear
systems are almost strictly passive and presents a theorem that
ensures that the quasi-steady-state model of a flexible-joint manipulator with a scaled-position-plus-velocity output matrix is ASP. Then,
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Fig. 1

Block diagram representation of the DSAC-based composite controller.

Fig. 2 Block diagram representation of the DMSAC-based composite controller.

two direct adaptive control laws for this ASP model are developed,
and finally, the stability analysis of the resulting closed-loop subsystems is discussed.
A. Almost Strictly Passive Nonlinear Systems

Consider a class of nonlinear square systems described by the
following state-space transformation formulation:
_  Ax; txt  Bx; tut
xt

(25a)

yt  Cxt

(25b)

where
2x 3
1
.
xt  4 .. 5 ∈ Rn ;
xn

2u 3
1
.
ut  4 .. 5 ∈ Rm ;
um

2y 3
1
.
yt  4 .. 5 ∈ Rm
ym

are the system states, inputs, and outputs, respectively; and Ax; t,
Bx; t, and C are appropriately dimensioned real matrices.
Definition 5.1: The nonlinear system described by Eq. (25) is
uniformly strictly minimum phase if its zero dynamics is uniformly
stable. In other words, there exist two matrices Mx; t and Nx; t
satisfying the following relations:
CM  0

(26a)

NBx; t  0

(26b)

NM  I n−m

(26c)

In Eq. (26c), I n−m denotes the n − m × n − m identity matrix.
Definition 5.2: The nonlinear system described by Eq. (25) is ASP
if there exist two positive definite symmetric (PDS) matrices Px; t
and Qx; t and a constant output feedback gain K~ e such that the
closed-loop system
h
i
_  Ax; t − Bx; tK~ e C xt
xt

(27)

is uniformly asymptotically stable. In Eq. (27), Az x; t denotes the
system matrix of the zero dynamics and is equal to

(28)

simultaneously satisfies the following ASP relations:
_ t  Px; tAx; t − Bx; tK~ e C
Px;
h
iT
 Ax; t − Bx; tK~ e C Px; t  −Qx; t

(29a)

Px; tBx; t  CT

(29b)

Lyapunov differential equation (29a) shows that the closed-loop
system is uniformly asymptotically stable, whereas second relation
equation (29b) implies that the product CBx; t is a PDS.
Theorem 5.1: Any nonlinear systems described by Eq. (25), which
is uniformly strictly minimum phase and with the product CBx; t
being PDS, is ASP.
Proof: See [16].
□
B. Almost Strict Passivity of the Quasi-Steady-State Model

Let us rewrite the joint-space dynamics of the quasi-steady-state
model defined by Eq. (13) into the task-space dynamics as follows:
Λqs x rs  Πqs ; q_ s x_ rs  u

such that the resulting zero dynamics given by
z_t  Az x; tzt

_ t  Nx; tAx; tMx; t
Nx;

(30)

where Λqs , Πqs ; q_ s  ∈ R2×2 denote the pseudoinertia and
Coriolis/centrifugal matrices, respectively, given by
Λqs   J−T qs Mqs J −1 qs 

(31a)
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Πqs ; q_ s   J −T qs Cqs ; q_ s J −1 qs   Λqs Jqs J_−1 qs  (31b)
(31c)

K e t  K Pe t  KIe t

(36)

Theorem 5.2: The quasi-steady-state model of a two-link flexiblejoint manipulator expressed in the task-space by Eq. (30) with a
scaled-position-plus-velocity output matrix is ASP.
Proof: The nonlinear system dynamics can be expressed in a
standard state-space representation, with matrices given by




i
h
0
I2
0
A
B
C  αI 2 I2
−1
−1
0 −Λ qs Πqs ; q_ s 
Λ qs 

K x t  K Px t  KIx t

(37)

Ku t  KPu t  K Iu t

(38)

u  J−T qτs
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Each control gain matrix is calculated as the summation of a
proportional and an integral component as follows:

where the state vector  xrs x_ rs T corresponds to Eq. (5) evaluated in
the slow timescale, i.e., at qs and q_ s . Thus, is can be seen that the
product of the output and input system matrices is PDS:


0
(32)
CB   αI 2 I 2  −1
 Λ−1 q_s  > 0
Λ qs 
Moreover, noting that the matrices Mx; t and Nx; t can also be
selected as being constant, a simple selection that satisfies Eq. (26) is


i
h
I2
(33)
M
N  I2 0
−αI 2

where only the integral adaptive control terms are absolutely
necessary to guarantee the stability of the direct adaptive control
system. However, including the proportional adaptive control terms
increases the rate of convergence of the adaptive system toward
perfect tracking.
Using the DSAC adaptation mechanism [16–18], the proportional
and the integral components of the stabilizing control gain in Eq. (36),
K Pe t, KIe t ∈ Rm×m , are both updated by the output tracking error
only, which results in the following adaptation law:
K Pe t  diagfey eTy gΓPe

(39a)

K_ Ie t  diagfey eTy gΓIe

(39b)

The components of the feedforward gain matrices KPx t,
K Ix t ∈ Rm×nm , and K Pu t, KIu t ∈ Rm×nm are updated in a
similar fashion as follows:
K Px t  RT diagfRey xTm gΓPx

(40a)

n
o
K_ Ix t  RT diag Rey xTm ΓIx

(40b)

KPu t  T T diagfTey uTm gΓPu

(40c)

K_ Iu t  T T diagfTey uTm gΓIu

(40d)

The system matrix of the zero dynamics, Az , is therefore given by
Az  NAM  −αI 2

(34)

The zero dynamics equation is thus of the form
z_  Az z  −αz

(35)

which shows that the zero dynamics is stable and that the nonlinear
dynamics of the quasi-steady-state model is uniformly minimumphase. Invoking Theorem 5.1 completes the proof.
□
A similar proof can be obtained for a rigid-joint manipulator
dynamics model expressed in the joint space, as shown in [19]. Note
that, although the aforementioned development was presented for a
two-link manipulator for simplicity purposes, the proof previously
presented might be extended for an n-link manipulator, as long as it is
modeled as a square system.
C. Adaptive Control Laws

Given that the quasi-steady-state model of a flexible-joint
manipulator that employs a scaled-position-plus-velocity feedback is
ASP, stability of the quasi-steady-state model can be guaranteed by
using either the decentralized simple adaptive control or the
decentralized modified simple adaptive control techniques [16–18].
These techniques are called “decentralized” since only the diagonal
elements of each adaptation gain matrix are considered in the
adaptation laws. This is the main difference between the standard
SAC approach and the decentralized ones. By omitting the cross
couplings, each axis is controlled separately and independently,
which make the decentralized approaches better suited for real-time
applications with low computational power.
1. Decentralized Simple Adaptive Control

The standard SAC algorithm given by Eq. (21) is adopted as the
slow control term, where Ke t ∈ Rm×m is the time-varying
stabilizing control gain matrix, and Kx t ∈ Rm×mn and Ku t ∈
Rm×pm are time-varying feedforward control gain matrices that
contribute to bringing the output tracking error to zero.

where
3
Im
6 Im 7
6 7
R  6 .. 7 ∈ Rnm ×m ;
4 . 5

3
Im
6 Im 7
6 7
T  6 .. 7 ∈ Rpm ×m
4 . 5
2

2

Im

Im

and where ΓPe , ΓIe ∈ Rm×m , ΓPx , ΓIx ∈ Rnm ×nm , and ΓPu , ΓIu ∈
Rpm ×pm are constant diagonal matrices that control the rate of
adaptation of the algorithm.
The adaptive algorithm can be rewritten in the following concise
form:
u  Ktr

(41)

where Kt ∈ Rm×mnm pm  and r ∈ Rmnm pm  are, respectively,
defined as
Kt   Ke t Kx t K u t   K P t  KI t
r   eTy

xTm

uTm T

(42)

(43)

With this representation, KP t, KI t ∈ Rm×m×nm pm  are updated
as follows:
KP t  ST diagfSey rT gΓP

(44a)
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K_ I t  ST diagfSey rT gΓI

(44b)

where ΓP , ΓI ∈ Rmnm pm ×mnm pm  , and where the scaling matrix
S is given by
2I 3
m

6 Im 7
mnm pm ×m
7
S6
4 .. 5 ∈ R
.
Im

key k → 0 and

Time-differentiating Eq. (10), after some algebra, gives the following
differential equation of the state error:

(45)
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where K~ e ∈ Rm×m is any constant stabilizing control gain, and where
K~ ∈ m×mnm pm  is defined as
K~   K~ e

K~ x

K~ u 

(46)

with K~ x ∈ Rm×nm and K~ u ∈ Rm×pm denoting the constant ideal
feedforward control gains. When the control is such that perfect
tracking occurs, the output tracking error is
ey  ym − y  0

(47)

In this case, the ideal control input denoted by u ∈ Rm is given by
u  K~ x xm  K~ u um

kex k → 0

as t → ∞

where k • k denotes the standard Euclidean norm of a vector.
Proof: Choosing a continuously differentiable positive-definite
quadratic Lyapunov function of the form
~ −1
~ T
V  eTx Pex  trKI t − KΓ
I K I t − K 

e_ x  A − BK~ e Cex  A − Ax  B − Bu
~
− BKP tr − BK I t − Kr

feedback, and under the assumption that the ideal model satisfies
nm  km and pm  lm, the adaptive control law given by Eq. (21)
with DSAC adaptation mechanism [Eqs. (36–40)] ensures that all
adaptive control gains are bounded under closed-loop operation, and
it results in asymptotic convergence of the state and output tracking
errors in the sense that

(48)

2. Decentralized Modified Simple Adaptive Control

To decrease the computational power required to implement the
adaptive control algorithm, the modified SAC (MSAC) idea can be
used. With MSAC, as opposed to SAC, the control law is obtained
by retaining only the error-related adaptive control gain Ke t in the
algorithm. The name “modified SAC” is employed here to distinguish the algorithm from the usual SAC algorithm that employs the
feedforward terms. Note that neglecting the feedforward terms is not
a new idea, since it was first proposed by Fradkov [29,30]. Later on,
Barkana and Kaufman [31] also demonstrated that only the stabilizing control gain matrix K e t was absolutely required for the stability of the adaptive control methodology. More recently, the MSAC
approach was successfully applied for the planetary entry on Mars
under large atmospheric density uncertainties [32]. Adopting the
MSAC approach to compute the slow control torque yields the
control law given by Eq. (22), with K e t  KPe t  KIe t, where
KPe t and KIe t are updated with the decentralized adaptation law
given in Eq. (39).
With the resulting DMSAC methodology, the ideal control input
u is zero, since ey  0 along the ideal trajectory. In this case, the
differential equation of the state error becomes
e_ x  A − BK~ e Cex  A − Ax − BK Pe tey − BK Ie t − K~ e ey

(50)

and using the ASP relations given by Eq. (29) results in the following
time derivative of the Lyapunov function:
V_  −eTx Qex − 2eTx CT ST diagfSCex rT gΓP r

(51)

While the Lyapunov function in Eq. (50) is positive-definite
quadratic in terms of all state variables of the dynamical system
fex ; KI tg, its time derivative given in Eq. (51) only includes the
state error ex, and it is therefore negative definite in ex and negative
semidefinite in the state-gain space fex ; K I tg. Stability of the adaptive system is therefore guaranteed from Lyapunov stability theory,
and all state errors (and output errors), as well as adaptive control
gains, are bounded. Furthermore, LaSalle’s invariance principle for
non-autonomous systems [19,28,33,34] can be used to demonstrate
the asymptotic stability of the tracking errors.
Remark: The well-known σ terms [35] can be included in the gain
adaptation mechanisms to ensure that the integral adaptive control
gains remain bounded in cases where the tracking error would not
reach zero. With this adjustment, the time-varying integral control
gains are obtained as follows:
K_ Ie t  diagfey eTy gΓIe − σ e K Ie t

(52a)

K_ Ix t  RT diagfRey xTm gΓIx − diagfσ x RKIx tg

(52b)

K_ Iu t  T T diagfTey uTm gΓIu − diagfσ u TK Iu tg

(52c)

and similarly,
K_ I t  ST diagfSey rT gΓI − diagfσ I SKI tg

(53)

where σ e ∈ Rm×m , σ x ∈ Rnm ×nm , σ u ∈ Rpm ×pm , and σ I ∈
Rmnm pm ×mnm pm  denote the coefficient matrices. With this
modification to the DSAC algorithm, the derivative of the Lyapunov
function becomes
V_  −eTx Qex − 2eTx CT ST diagfSCex rT gΓP r
~ T
− 2trST diagfσ I SK I tgΓ−1
I K I t − K 

(54)

(49)
D. Brief Review of Stability

To show the asymptotic convergence of the tracking errors, and
that the adaptive gains are bounded, the proof of stability must
consider the adaptive system defined by both Eqs. (44b) and (45), and
Eqs. (39b) and (49), for DSAC and DMSAC, respectively.
1. Decentralized Simple Adaptive Control

Theorem 5.3: When applied to the nonlinear ASP task-space
dynamics representation of the quasi-steady-state model defined by
Eq. (30), which employs a scaled-position-plus-velocity output

Thus, according to the Lyapunov–LaSalle theorem, the application
of the DSAC algorithm with the forgetting terms results in bounded
error tracking. Note that, although it affects the proof of stability, the
use of the DSAC control law with this adjustment is preferable in
most practical applications. Without the σ terms, the integral adaptive
gains are allowed to increase for as long as there is a tracking error.
When the integral gains reach certain values, they have a stabilizing
effect on the system and the tracking error begins to decrease.
However, if the tracking error does not reach zero for some reason, the
integral gains will continue to increase and eventually diverge. On the
other hand, with the σ terms, the integral gains increase as required
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(e.g., due to large tracking errors), and decrease when large gains are
no longer necessary. In fact, with these σ terms, the integral gains are
obtained as a first-order filtering of the tracking errors, and they
cannot diverge unless the tracking errors diverge.
□

with

2. Decentralized Modified Simple Adaptive Control

where xrd , x_ rd ∈ R2 denote the desired Cartesian position and
velocity vectors related to the commanded end-effector trajectory.
Here, based on previous work in the area of flexible manipulator
control [37,38], a 12.6 × 12.6 m trajectory to be tracked in 60 s by the
end effector is considered. While such a high-speed trajectory might
be difficult to apply practically, it was nevertheless selected because it
renders the nonlinearities and flexibility effects significant. In other
words, its inherent control difficulties make it a challenging benchmark trajectory, as the instantaneous changes in commanded direction at the corners of the square while the end effector is moving at
a high speed are likely to induce joint vibrations. In this context,
the control performance consists of providing satisfactory tracking
performance along each side of the trajectory while minimizing the
end-effector positioning overshoot at each corner, which is defined as
the maximum x-y Cartesian separation distance following each
direction change and calculated between the desired square trajectory
and the achieved end-effector path.
Aside from the scaling parameter that is assumed to be known, the
ideal model is not based on any modeling of the plant and was
designed with ωn  10 rad∕s, ζ  0.9, and α  0.5. The control
parameters of the DSAC composite control algorithm were
determined as follows:

Theorem 5.4: When applied to the nonlinear ASP task-space
dynamics representation of the quasi-steady-state model defined by
Eq. (30), which employs a scaled-position-plus-velocity output
feedback, and under the assumption that the ideal model satisfies
nm  km and pm  lm, the adaptive control law given by Eq. (22)
with DMSAC adaptation mechanism [Eqs. (36) and (39)] ensures
that all adaptive control gains are bounded under closed-loop
operation and results in asymptotic convergence of the state and
output tracking errors in the sense that
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key k → 0 and

kex k → 0 as t → ∞

Proof: Choosing a continuously-differentiable positive-definite
quadratic Lyapunov function of the form
~ T
V  eTx Pex  trKIe t − K~ e Γ−1
Ie K Ie t − K e  

(55)

and using the ASP relations given by Eq. (29) results in the following
time derivative of the Lyapunov function:
V_  −eTx Qex − 2eTx CT diagfCex eTx CT gΓPe Cex

(56)

Therefore, the same conclusions about stability than those
obtained with the DSAC algorithm (see Theorem 5.3) can be drawn.
Remark: By considering σ e in the algorithm, K_ Ie t is obtained
with Eq. (52a) and the Lyapunov derivative becomes

(57)

and the same conclusions about the impact on stability than those
obtained with the DSAC algorithm (see Theorem 5.3) can be
drawn.
□

VI.

Numerical Simulation Results

To validate the nominal trajectory-tracking performance, the
control strategies were applied to the linear joint stiffness robot
manipulator described in Sec. II. Although Readman [36] suggests
joint stiffness values on the order of 104 N · m∕rad for a harmonic
drive joint and 103 N · m∕rad for a flexible coupling joint, the joint
parameters are based on work by Cao and de Silva [15], which is
representative of manipulators with obvious flexible effects in their
joints. The parameters of the two-link flexible-joint manipulator
were thus selected as l1  l2  4.5 m, m1  m2  1.5075 kg,
Jm1  Jm2  1 kg · m2 , k1  k2  500 N · m∕rad, and α  0.5. In
this work, the ideal model was designed to incorporate the desired
inpu–output plant behavior, which is expressed in terms of the ideal
damping ratio ζ ∈ R and undamped natural frequency ωn ∈ R, as
follows:
2

0
6 0
Am  6
4 −ω2n
0
2
0
6 0
Bm  6
4 ω2n
0

0
0
0
−ω2n
0
0
0
ω2n

0
0
0
0

1
0
−2ζωn
0
3
0
07
7;
05
0

3
0
1 7
7;
0 5
−2ζωn
Cm   αI 2

I2 

hx i
rm

x_ rm

∈ R4 ;

um 

hx i
rd

x_rd

ΓPe  15I 2 ;

ΓIe  50I 2 ;

σ e  0.1I 2 ;

σ x  σ u  diagf0.9 0.9 0.4 0.4g;

ΓPx  ΓPu  0.1I 4 ;

∈ R4

ΓIx  ΓIu  0.2I 4
K v  120I2

and the control parameters of the DMSAC composite controller were
selected as follows:
ΓPe  15I 2 ;

V_  −eTx Qex − 2eTx CT diagfCex eTx CT gΓPe Cex
~ T
− 2trσ e KIe tΓ−1
Ie K Ie t − K e  

xm 

ΓIe  35I 2 ;

σ e  0.03I 2 ;

K v  35I 2

Note that the controllers may be sensitive to the selected control
parameters. As a result, different trajectory-tracking performances
may be obtained by choosing different parameters than those previously listed. However, as will be demonstrated through the simulation results obtained, once the adaptive algorithms are properly
designed under nominal conditions, the results are not very sensitive
to uncertainties in the parameters and modeling errors, especially
when compared to fixed-gain model-free controllers or indirect
adaptive control strategies designed for the same nominal flexiblejoint manipulator and validated under the same off-nominal conditions [39].
The integral structure of the adaptive integral gains is computed
online using a standard Tustin algorithm, and all integral gains were
initialized to zero. The control parameters were selected to provide
satisfactory tracking performance along each side of the 12.6 ×
12.6-m-square trajectory, with acceptable positioning overshoots at
the corners when applied to the two-link flexible-joint robot modeled
with the nominal linear joint stiffness dynamics representation
described in Sec. II and with physical characteristics previously given.
Also, the values of the selected σ terms are relatively small, since they
are only to prevent the integral adaptive gains from reaching
excessively high values or diverging in time.
Results for the DMSAC and the DSAC control laws are shown in
Figs. 3–5 and in Figs. 6–10, respectively. As shown in these figures,
while both controllers’ trajectories exhibit minimal overshoots at
each direction change, with rapid settling to a steady-state along each
side of the trajectory, the DSAC composite control strategy provides
improved tracking results when compared to the DMSAC composite
controller. This is demonstrated in Figs. 3 and 6, where the DMSAC
control strategy exhibits greater positioning overshoots; 0.117,
0.112, and 0.104 m, in comparison with 0.082, 0.079, and 0.079 m for
the DSAC control law at the first, second, and third direction changes,
respectively. The corresponding time-varying control gains, shown
in Figs. 5 and 8–10 for each controller, respectively, increase sharply
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Fig. 3 DMSAC trajectory-tracking results, nominal linear joint
stiffness manipulator (k  500I2 N · m).

Fig. 6 DSAC trajectory-tracking results, nominal linear joint stiffness
manipulator (k  500I2 N · m).

these figures, larger control input magnitudes are associated with the
DSAC strategy, due to the introduction of additional feedforward
control terms in the control structure. Indeed, these terms increase
the overall control effort, as required to improve the tracking
performance.
To validate the robustness to parametric uncertainties, the same
DMSAC and DSAC composite controllers tuned for the nominal
robot manipulator were applied to the uncertain linear joint stiffness
robot model, which is defined by significantly lower joint stiffness
coefficients, i.e., with k1  k2  200 N · m∕rad. The results are
provided in Figs. 11–18. Both composite control methodologies
achieved similar tracking performance in terms of end-effector
Fig. 4 DMSAC control input torque, nominal linear joint stiffness
manipulator (k  500I2 N · m).

when the end effector reaches each corner of the square trajectory,
thus adapting the control laws to reduce tracking errors and positioning overshoots. It is also important to note that, as observed in this
Figs. 5 and 8–10, the adaptation rates (i.e., the rates of change of the
adaptive gains) at each direction switch are large. These high
adaptation rates ensure that the required gains are provided at the
correct time, with peaks occurring only at the corners of the square
trajectory. In other words, fast adaptation rates allow the controller to
use low gains and to increase them only when necessary. Figures 4
and 7 illustrate the control inputs for both controllers. As shown in

Fig. 5

Fig. 7 DSAC control input torque, nominal linear joint stiffness
manipulator (k  500I2 N · m).

Adaptation history of the DMSAC composite controller gains Ke , nominal linear joint stiffness manipulator (k  500I2 N · m).
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Fig. 8

Adaptation history of the DSAC composite controller gains Ke , nominal linear joint stiffness manipulator (k  500I2 N · m).

Fig. 9

Adaptation history of the DSAC composite controller gains Ku , nominal linear joint stiffness manipulator (k  500I2 N · m).

Fig. 10 Adaptation history of the DSAC composite controller gains Kx , nominal linear joint stiffness manipulator (k  500I2 N · m).
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adaptation history (see Figs. 16–18). In turn, this makes the DSAC
controller more sensitive to sudden changes in the desired trajectory,
which results in increased oscillations and settling times in the
end-effector positioning, as demonstrated by the obtained results.
Decreasing the Γ parameters would reduce these large adaptation
rates, thereby also diminishing the oscillations in the control inputs
and end-effector positioning after each direction change.
To validate the performance of the proposed controllers to
dynamics modeling errors, both adaptive control schemes were

Fig. 11 DMSAC trajectory-tracking results, uncertain linear joint
stiffness manipulator (k  200I2 N · m).

Fig. 14 DSAC trajectory-tracking results, uncertain linear joint
stiffness manipulator (k  200I2 N · m).
Fig. 12 DMSAC control input torque, uncertain linear joint stiffness
manipulator (k  200I2 N · m).

positioning overshoots: 0.124, 0.126, and 0.121 m for the DMSAC
strategy, compared with 0.127, 0.129, and 0.123 m for the DSAC
strategy. However, with the DSAC approach, the settling time
between two direction changes is larger. This is likely due to the
increased oscillations in control inputs associated with the DSAC
controller in response to the higher flexibilities in the manipulator
system, as illustrated in Fig. 15. Recalling that the Γ parameters
control the rate of adaptation of the control gains, this is a direct
consequence of the larger Γ parameters selected for this controller.
This is observed by very large adaptation rates in the control gains

Fig. 15 DSAC control input torque, uncertain linear joint stiffness
manipulator (k  200I2 N · m).

Fig. 13 Adaptation history of the DMSAC composite controller gains Ke , uncertain linear joint stiffness manipulator (k  200I2 N · m).
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Fig. 16 Adaptation history of the DSAC composite controller gains Ke , uncertain linear joint stiffness manipulator (k  200I2 N · m).

Fig. 17 Adaptation history of the DSAC composite controller gains Kx , uncertain linear joint stiffness manipulator (k  200I2 N · m).

Fig. 18 Adaptation history of the DSAC composite controller gains Ku , uncertain linear joint stiffness manipulator (k  200I2 N · m).
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Fig. 19 DMSAC trajectory-tracking results, nonlinear joint stiffness
manipulator.

Fig. 20 DMSAC control input torque, nonlinear joint stiffness
manipulator.

applied to a nonlinear joint stiffness dynamics model that includes
friction torques, nonlinear time-varying joint stiffness matrix, softwindup effect, and inertial cross-coupling between joint and motor
accelerations [13]. For completeness, this model is reported in the
Appendix. Again, the controllers were not retuned for this case. Both
adaptive control strategies provide a stable closed-loop behavior, yet
the trajectory obtained with the DSAC law demonstrates improved
tracking results compared to the DMSAC approach, especially along
each side of the trajectory, shown in Figs. 19–22. The control inputs
for both control strategies are provided in Figs. 20–23, and control
gains in Figs. 21 and 24–26.

Fig. 22 DSAC trajectory-tracking results, nonlinear joint stiffness
manipulator.

Finally, all control torque inputs can be handled by a typical
lightweight flexible-joint mechanism (e.g., HFUC-2A, Harmonic
Drive AG), as the maximum control torque peak magnitudes
obtained are 56.0 and 32.0 N · m for joints 1 and 2 for the DMSAC
controller, compared with 98.8 and 56.4 N · m for joints 1 and 2
for the DSAC controller. These peak control efforts occur initially in
all simulation cases to increase the Cartesian velocity of the end
effector along the y axis from rest to 0.84 m∕s. Thereafter, the control
torque magnitudes reach maximum levels of 30.5 and 27.4 N · m for
joints 1 and 2 for the DMSAC strategy, compared with 39.8
and 26.9 N · m at the third direction change for both joints for the
DSAC strategy.

Fig. 23 DSAC control input torque, nonlinear joint stiffness
manipulator.

Fig. 21 Adaptation history of the DMSAC composite controller gains Ke , nonlinear joint stiffness manipulator.
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Fig. 24 Adaptation history of the DSAC composite controller gains Ke , nonlinear joint stiffness manipulator.

Fig. 25 Adaptation history of the DSAC composite controller gains Kx , nonlinear joint stiffness manipulator.

Fig. 26 Adaptation history of the DSAC composite controller gains Ku , nonlinear joint stiffness manipulator.
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VII.



Conclusions

This paper addressed the problem of adaptive trajectory-tracking
control of manipulators that exhibit elastic vibrations in their joints
and are subject to parametric uncertainties and modeling errors. It
was shown that a flexible-joint manipulator with a scaled-positionplus-velocity feedback signal is almost strictly passive, enabling the
use of nonlinear adaptive output feedback control schemes (e.g.,
simple adaptive control-based methodologies) while guaranteeing
the closed-loop stability of the quasi-steady-state model. Two new
direct adaptive control schemes designed to stabilize the rigid manipulator dynamics were proposed. The overall stability of the flexible
system is guaranteed by invoking Tychonov’s theorem. Numerical
simulations revealed that both control strategies are efficient at
tracking a desired trajectory, regardless of parametric uncertainties
and dynamics modeling errors.
While this work aimed at demonstrating the applicability and the
performance of the DSAC and DMSAC-based composite control
laws for a flexible-joint space manipulator mounted on a stabilized
platform, other issues specifically pertaining to space manipulators
could be researched as future work, including considering a flexiblejoint manipulator mounted on a free-floating platform.

Appendix: Nonlinear Joint Stiffness Dynamics Model
The nonlinear joint stiffness dynamics model developed in [12]
and used in this work to validate the robustness of the proposed direct
adaptive control laws to dynamics modeling errors is given by
_ q_  fq
_ − kq; qm qm − q  0 (A1)
Mqq  Sq m  Cq; q
ST q  Jm q m  kq; qm qm − q  τ

(A2)

where the nonlinear joint stiffness denoted by kq; qm qm − q is
obtained by the following nonlinear cubic function:
kq; qm qm − q  a1



qm1 − q1 3



qm2 − q2 3

 a2 qm − q  Ksw q; qm qm − q

(A3)

where a1 , a2 ∈ 2×2 denotes diagonal positive-definite coefficient
matrices defining the nonlinear stiffness curve and where the softwindup effect, denoted by Ksw q; qm  ∈ R2×2, decreases the joint
stiffness in the region from 0 to 1 N · m. This effect is mathematically
modeled a saddle-shaped function as follows:
Ksw q; qm   −ksw



e−asw qm1 −q1 
0

2

0



−asw qm2 −q2 2

e

(A4)

where ksw ∈ R2×2 and asw ∈ R, respectively, denote the diagonal
positive-definite matrix and parameter defining the soft-windup
function.
_ ∈ R2 denotes the continuous and symmetric
In Eq. (A1), fq
friction model given by
fq
_  γ 1 tanhγ 2 q
_ − tanhγ 3 q
_  γ 4 tanhγ 5 q
_  γ 6 q_

(A5)

where, for ∀ i  1; : : : ; 6, γ i ∈ denotes positive parameters defining
the different friction components.
Finally, the strictly upper triangular matrix denoted by S ∈ R2×2
models inertial couplings between motor and link accelerations
introduced by the dependency of the second rotor’s kinetic energy on
the first link’s angular velocity.
For the simulations, the parameters specific to this nonlinear model
were selected as a1  a2  500I 2 N · m∕rad, ksw  10I2 , asw 
3000, γ 1  0.5, γ 2  150, γ 3  50, γ 4  2, γ 5  100, and γ 6  0.5.
The inertial coupling matrix is

S

0 J m2
0 0
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